INTRODUCTION
IS paper is concerned with the problem of synthesizr p ; h tng a nonlinear reciprocal network from given equations describing that network. The results obtained are restricted to lossless or RC networks which can contain constant t~rns~ratio transformers, and with the describing equations being of state-variable form, with entries of the state vector corresponding to inductor fluxes and/or ca~acitor voltaees. -There are tuo iden, in the stud) whlrh appear cructal, thoce of state Iunction and the vlculnp of 3 nctwork as an interconnection of a nondynamic or memoryless reciprocal system and a dynamic, but lossless reciprocal system.
In the study of nonlinear reciprocal networks, the concept of state functions has already proven very useful as an analysis tool [I] . The most familiar example p u t not the only example) of a state function is the stored energy function which may be defined for any device exhibiting the attribute of conselvation of energy, a n d a major part of the paper is devoted to proving that the synthesis of some soeEial ~assive reci~rocal networks may be reduced -~~~~--r~~ .
to the problem of determining an appropriate total stored enerev function for a network synthesizing the prescribed --network equations. As it turns ou\ for these networkslossless reciprocal networks and nonlinear RC reciprocal networks-a unique stored energy function can be obtained.
As noted above, another important feature in the study of the synthesis of nonlinear reciprocal networks is to view the synthesizing network as a cascade interconnection of a memoryless reciprocal system and a dynamic lossless system [i] . A network synthesizing prescribed network equations may contain some or all of the following nonlinear reciprocal time-invariant network elements: inductive elements. caoacitive elements, and nondynamic
The idens of this pvpcr also draw on two streams of prior work. There has of course been n~u c l~ work on passive, recil,roci>l linear nelwork synthesis and in reccal years, state-varitlblc approsches l r~v c been developed, c.g., 131-151. presumably providing n better juntp-off point for nnnlincnr llrcorirs. Soch nonlinear tllenricr llsve in plrt bccn developed for passive synthcsis.'fur cxnmple, [6] introduces a nonlincnr generalization of ihe stale-variable characterization of operator passivity provided in the linear case by the Kalmnn-Yakubovic Lenlma [7] -[El. This idea is applied in [2] to nonlinear synthesis. Again, Willems has studied a number of questioils relating to the stored energy of nonlinear passive systems [9] .
The second stream is embodied more in such work as that of Clrua and Lam [IO] , Brayton and Moser [I I], and Varaiyv and Verma [12] . This work in a senseis coucerned with building up network properties from element properties, and in this may have mom of an analysis than synthesis flavor. It has been highly successful in developing propcities of single-element kind networks.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 11, we review the notions of reciprocity, passivity, and losslessness for nonlinear 'network elements. Section I11 i s concerned with developing synthesis procedures for lossless nonlinear reciprocal networks. Section IV deals with the synthesis of nonlinear resistor, capacitor, transfornler (RCT) reciprocal complete networks, defined in more detail in that section. A systematic synthesis procedure is presented and finally illustrated with a simple example. Section V studies general RCT networks and Section VI, in addition to containing concluding remarks, mentions some open questions for future research.
NONLINEAR RECIPROC~~', PASSIVITY, AND
L o s s~~s s~~s s
Most of this section is concerned with reviewing definitions and standard properties, and explaining the rationale for some standing assumptions.
A. iYonlinear Reeiprocily
We shall regard the !-port networks considered in this paper as interconnections of resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers, and independent voltage or current sources. In order to define the reciprocity concept for such networks [lo] -[I51 we shall first define the concepts for three classes of algebraic n-ports, viz. the resistive (or nondynamic) n-port, the inductive n-por5 and the capacitive n-port. The general resistive n-port is usually characterized by a set of n algebraic relations between the currents i and the voltages D across every port. In the inductive n-port, the voltages u are replaced by the magnetic flux linkages A, with dX/df = o. In the capacitive n-part, the currents i are replaced by the electric charges q, with dq/df=i.
The various n-ports are not restricted to being interconnectionr of 2-terminal elements. Coupling either by ideal transformers or coupling internal to a multiport element is permitted. We require that such n-ports can be represented by a constitutive relation of the form R(y,x)=O (2.1) between two n-vectors y,x with, in the casc of a resistive n-port, [x,y]= [v,i] , in the case of an inductive n-port, [x,y]= [A,i] , and in the case of a capacitive n-port, [x,yl= [o. ql. Now suppose that it is possible to paramctriZe the' relations in terms of an nl-vector s. which is not necessarily a vector of all currens, or all voltages, etc., so that the relation becomes y =y(s) and x=x(s)' (2.2) wherc x.yER" ale C' functions, sER"' fur O C~I I C ,~, and the rank or the 2 1 X~1 Jncobian mntrix O(.v.x)/ar is equal lo , , , . la ihis case liie ,,-port is said to have dimension ,n and will bc denoted by N ( t n ) . The iollowi~rg rcciprucity definition was first introduced ;n !In! 2q z.-:,,-r:,~i7:,tion -r th,. ~! , . r ;~; , i~~
Algebraic ,~-Purf Recipruci,~~ Dcfinilion: An algebraic nport N(n!) represented by the pnmmevic form (2.2) is reciprocal if and only if its associoted'reciprocity matrix
is symmetric where the Jacohinn matrix JAr) for a vector J=J(s) 1s defined as Closcly related to the concept of reciprocity are the state functions and the potential functions which may be defined as fallows.
A C1-function g: R"+Rn is said to be a state function if the Jacobian matrix JJs) is symmetric for all s E R". As a consequence, the line integral of g(.) between any two points is independent of the path of integration. In order to obtain a state function for a reciprocal algebraic n-port, the following result is available.
Let N(n) he a reciprocal n-port represented by the parametric folm (2.2) with x a C2-function on R". Then the function is a state function on R" [lo] .
The ~otential function y(s) for this reciprocal n-port is then defined in terms ofthe state function g(s) as Hence the relationship between the potential function y and the state function g of a reciprocal n-port may be expressed as a+ g(s) n ( z ) n v+. .., So reciprocity is equivalent to thc following mntrix (an incrcmestal hybrid matrix with sign change) being symnlctl-ic (a result wcll known in the line;tr case); r an. Consider an arbitrary n-port, comprising an interconnection of resistive, inductive and capacitive multiports. We sirall term the n-port reeiprocol when the eowituenl algebraic mulliports are indioidually reciprocal.
If the constituent multiports are all of the one kind or of the one kind other than for ideal transformers, the resulting interconnection is also-an algebraic multiport. Some analysis will show that, as an iitcrconneclion of reciprocal multiports [IS] , [lo] it possesses the reciprocity property of (2.3). So the definition of reciprocity of an interconnected network in terms of its constituent subnetworks is consistent with the definition of reciprocity for algebraic multiports. In Section V, a particular case will bc considered.
B. Nonlinear Posrioity and LossleSsness
Passivity and reciprocity are of course different concepts. For example, a constant voltage source is reciprocal but not passive, and a gyrator is passive but not reciprocal. Mere we bricfly define nonlinear passivity and loss-.
lessness and show that despite the difference of the prop erties, reciprocity plays a very important role in detormining several fundamental aspects of passivity and losslessness.
Passivity and losslcssncrs may be dcfincd in !erms of energy a d power as follows.
An ,!-purl iV is said to he pnssivc if, with N uncxcitcrl at 1=0, The lemlna below relates reciprocity, passivity, and lassiessness. For these lemmas, we require the notion of a difkomorpliism: we say that y =j(x) is a C'-dilfeomorphism R" onto itself if [IG] :
2) IJ,(x)l#O for all xER". 3) I I j (~) l l + w a~ Il~ll-m. Note that these properties imply that j-' exists and is also continuously differentiable. In particular, when n = I, the function jmust have nonzero slope everywhere. 
. Hence L is passive [lo] .
Necessiry: If L is passive, then W,m > 0, VAE R" [2] .
From (2.11) as W,(O)=O, the potential function W,(h) has its minimum point at A=O, so
=VZW,,,(h) is continuous, symmetric, and invertible. Now for arbitrary but fixed A and d E R " and variable
Taking h=O, we obtain ..: Lrrrmzo 2; Let R be a reciprocal resist* ,?-port represented by i=g(o) where i.0 are the conenl and volLa!de vectors, asd g ( . ) is a C'-diffco~i~or~histn with g(O)=O. Thcn R is passive if ;lnd only ii J,(v)=V2W,(u)>0, V E R" where Il',(o) is thc potential lljnction associated with the state vector g(v). rroqi: Sturoeney:
is noedecrcasing on R". Hence R is passive [lo] .
Necersiry; If R is passive, then (o,i>=(o,g(v) )>O,
V O E R" [10] . Defin~ i > = ad for fixed d ER" and variable a E R '. Then a Taylor serics analyhis yields
and the proof then follows as for the precedinglemma. ,,ie/n/is rao/n,idis. Le,nnio 3: Let L ( C ) be a reciprocal inductive (capacitive) ,I-port represented by i=j(A) (v=j(q)) where ~, A ( C ,~) are rhe current and flux linkage (voltage and charge) vectors, and j(.) is a C'-diffeomorphism with j(0)=0. In addition L ( C ) is passive. Then L ( C ) is lossless.
Proo) The proof is obvious from (101.
Remark
(I) We can ~ummarize a number of the preceding ideas for algebraic n-ports as follows. If the n-port N can be described by a C'-diffeomorphism Y =J(x) then N is reciprocal if and only if the Jacobian matrix JLx) is symmetric. In addition, the network N is also passive if and only if JLx) is positive definite, and is lossless if it is an inductive or capacitive n-port.
(2) A linear transfomer ,,-port is also passive and lossless. as is well known, and easy to check using the definition.
(3) Note that by om definition, a lossless element must be nassive. Bv Lemma 3, with C'-diffeom~r~hisms be-.
tween appropriate port vectors, passive reciprocal inductive n-port and capacitive n-port are lossless. Henceforth in this paper, we shall regard a general losrless reciprocal network as an interconnection gfpmive reeiproeol inductors and capacitors, described by C'-diijeomorphisms and linear tronsJormers.
(4) In a dynamic network which contains only reciprocal capacitors and inductors, the total stored energy function is defined as +@,q)-W,(A)+ W,(q). As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1, with C'-diffeomorphisms between the port vectors of the constituent algebraic multiparts, the network is passive if and only if V2+(x)>0 V+E R'"+", where
LOSSLESS NONLINEAR RECIPROCAL NETWORKS
In this section, we study lossless nonlinear reciprocal setuurks which src ~~~t c r c o n n c c~i~n s of iklcal linedr tmnsfornerr, 2nd inductor 2nd clp4cilor mulup.,nc rupresent. ahlr usme C . -J~l f~o~n u r~l~~s n :ic in I.enint2 I. \Vc shall
use the fact that the input-output mapping of ideal linear tmnnlormers has a very simple form in order tr, show haw one may reduce llie synthesis problem for lossless noalinear reciprocal wlworks to the problem of detertnining an appropriate polenlial function.
W,(P).
Suppose also that it is possible to specify iindependcntly i,, oc, and o, i.e., intcrconnections and T do not force a linear relation among the entries of i,, v,, and a. Further, suppose that spcciiicadon of iL, oC, and u at any instant of time uniquely determines all other variables in the network at that time.' As a cpnsequence, there exists a cons:ant matrix Tsuch that Footnote 1 When the state vector of a lossless reciprocd p-port network is known to comprise flux linkage and capacitor charges, it is clear from analysis results that its state-space network equations should have the following form:
(3.6) J(.): R"+"+R"+", G E R ( ' " +~~P , h(.):
The syntl~esis problem is to determine whether equations (3.6) can be obtained by constructing an appropriate lossless reciprocal network. In other words, one is asked t o seilrch for a network consisting of a passive recipracnl capacitive ,,-port, a passive reciprocal inductive ,n-port, a linear transformer mitltipcrt and voltage sources so that iu slnle-spacc equations coincide with (3.6). It is clear that if wc can deduce from (3.6) an ;~ppropri;~te total slorcd energy lunction +(.r) ;and a constant rnatrix Tdefining thc network T*, then the sSntberis problcrn is almost solved as one c;$n construcl lhc corresponding reciprocal network. sin^..: m y linenr l!:knrfonner mullipo1.1 is l o~s l~r s , it r6-m a i n s to prove ti,irt the c:tpxciti\'c and inductive n-pons such that equations quate ififormation for the linear transformer n-port and the interconnection structure of the network. In addition, the rcciproczl capacitive and inductive n-ports may bc obtained directly from Q(x) where As V2$(x)>0 for all x, f,(q) and /, (A) are C1-diffeomorphisms withj,(O)=O, f,(A)=O since Hence the synthesizing network is losslesi.
Necessiry: Conversely, if (3.6) are realized by a lossless reciprocal network, its network equations have the form as described by (3.5). Consequently, there exist Tand Q(x) so that (3.7) are satisfied. In addition, as the system in lossless, it is also passive and consequently, V1$(x)>O for all x, while also +(0)=0, V$(0)=0.
It is clear that from (3.7) that T, can be found directly from G, and T, as shown later is readily obtained if +(x) is known. There are a number of ways that can be used to deduce the total stored energy function Q(x) from the given functions G, f, and h. Howeve?, the most interesting practical method which is very similar to one synthesis technique widely used for linear networks [4] relies on the assumption that the system derived from (3.6) by linearization around any nominal state is completely controllable [19] . The linearized system3 has the form: . . .
Conlbii~ing Equntions (3.10) an11 (3.11). a solution for V' + can be ubtninccf cosily:
V2cp/fG= -j ; V f +~= -J;Ji ... ... Since the system is incrementally conirollable, V, has full rank, and there exists,an inverse for V, Y' Thus VV is uniquely defined b j (3.9). Furthennore since +(0)=0 and V+(0)=0, the total stored energy function +(x) is uniquely defined by integration. V V V In brief, the synthesis problem may be solved as follo~us. Consider an incremental controllable system with the following state-space equations
The problem is to determine T and + ( x ) so that (3.7) are satisfied.
By Lemma 1, the total stored energy function for the system can be uniquely determined from
V2+(x) = (F;v:)(vc v:)-'.
and +(0)=0, V+(0)=0. If V, is square, it is clear that V2+(x) = 7;~;'.
The constant matrix T can be easily recovered using and Hence it only remains ro check that V2+(x)>OVx€R"+" in order to ensure that the synthesizing network is passive.
There are in fact two other ways be which +(x) can theoretically be found. Recognizing that +(x) is the energy stored by the network when the vector of inductor currents and capacitor voltages is x, it is clear that
where x(O)=O (i.e., the network stores no energy at the initial time), and u ( . ) is a voltage excitation causing the state at time T to be x. Of course, for a given x, it is not obvious what u(.) will achieve that x at time T, starting with x(O)=O. Put anoiher way, the calculation of + is reduced to a nonlinear controllability problem. Second, one can recognize that if x is the initial slate vector in the network, and if the network is resistively loaded under zero input conditions, then the resistive load will absorb the network energy, and as t+m, the total power dissipated by the resistor should equal the initially stared energy. A resistive load of 1 Q at each port corresponds to u= -y , and so To avoid the possibility of some of the inductors and capacirors not being connected to the ports. and thus not being discharged by tl~c resistor, some form of nonlinear observnbility assumption is needed.
The system cquations to bc synthesized is 
IV. NONLINEAR PASSIVE RECIPROCAL RC

COMPLETE NETWORKS
An RC network is complete if all capacitors form a tree for the network. Although it is a special form of network, the general complete RC network may be considered as quite typical in the sense that an arbitrary RC circuit is a limiting case of the RC complete network which is made from it by adding capacitive elernellts of negligible size. This fact can be justified on physical grounds becduse reactances are usually present as pal.asistic elements [Ill. In this section, we shall study complete multiport networks comprising algebraic resistor, linear transformer, and capacitor multiports, together with access'ports. The introduction or the transformers complicates the network topology pictore, and so we take the following operational definition of con~pleteness: a multiport network comprising an interconnection of resistor, linear tr;~nsformer, and capacitor multiports is colnplete if arbitrary ~~ecificolion of the voltapes at the ports of the capacitor multiports is possible, and whcn these vollagcs have been specified, all other voltages in the netaroxk are thereby specified with values independent of the resistors and cnpacilors. This definition is cansistrnt in the tribnrformcrless case with the s~sndiird one.
A. A!nrlysis Res~rls
Consider a gencml passive reciprocal RC complete network which is composed of passive reciprocal capacitors, passi~e reciprocal resistors, linear tmnslurme:~, and 9.,---... ..,.u-",. . .
14.4)
where + is the total stored energy function. . .
B. Synrhesis Results
From the analysis results we see that if the state vector is known to comprise capacitor changes, the state-space network equations far a general passive reciprocal RC complete network with current sources should have the following form:
(4.7) where f(.): Rm+R", h(.): R"'+Rp, u ,~ € R P , G ER'"".
'
The synthesis problem is to determine a complete RC network with current sources so that its state-space equations are the same as (4.7); obviously, one needs to recover the corresponding total stored energy function +(x) and the potential function W,(o,).
Theorem 2: A necessaxy and sufficient condition for (4.7) to be realized by a passive reciprocal RC complete network (of the type described above) and driven by current sources is that there exist a constant matrix F= [F, F,] Simil;rity to thc results obtained for lossless reciprocal networks. the total stored energy function +(r) can be obtained directly from the incremental controllability matrix and ob,wrvabOity !matrix gf the given system. It can SO be shown that F znd bVR(v,) may be recovered easily from +(.Y). Thcx rresults rcly on the assumption that tile sys~rm is in~rsmuntaily conrro1l:lble..
Lcnamn 2: With the notation as above. assume that the system described by (4.7) is incrementally controllable. Then the total stored enera function +(r) for the synthesizicg network may be uniquely defined from Thcn Il',(v,) can be obtained by inlegration. Note th:>t other choice of F,are possiblc and lcnd to diffcrcnt i+JF(t>n). These chuiccs correspond lo the possibility of varying thc transformers with conscquenlinl varialion of LIE resistive network to leave the input/stalejourput nehavlour invananr.
C. Example
We svnthesbo the following equations:
The incrcmcntal controllability matrix V, and the increinental obscrvability matrix V; are Since V, has full rank far all x,the system is incrementally controllable. Using Lemma 2, we obtain V. NONLINEAR Pnssrw RECIPROCAL RC NETWORKS A slightly more complicated network, is the general nonlinear passive reciprocal RC (RL) network which may be viewed as an interconnection of transformers, resistors, and capacitors. Again, it is possible to reduce the synthk sir problem to the problem of determining the appropriate total stored energy function 9.
A. Resistor Transformer Nehvorkr
Before introducing capacitors into the picture, we shall study the network depicted in Fig. 5 . We shal! assume that R is a reciprocal, passive, resistive multipart defined by a C'-diffe~mo~hism i, =g(v,), and T is a network of constant ideal transformers. Our goal is to show that the interconnection has a certain hybrid description, reflecting the reciprocity and passivity properties. Exhibiting existence of the hybrid description is a task in itself.
Being lossless, T has a hybrid matrix description; suppose the excitations are as depicted in Fig. 6 . We shall show that the interconnections has a hybrid description with excitation variables o,,i2. and this forn~ula can be used to check thc reciprocity and passivity.
Given the left side of (5.10) and the fact that the left side is expressible in the ionn shown on the right. the fact that is nonsingulal-allows one to perform a decomposition of the type shown on the right of (5.10). Many such decompositions will exist, but will differ only trivially.
B. Resirlor-Capacilor-TrunPJo~rner Nelworks-Analysis
Ccnsider a passive reciprocal network comprising a passive reciprocal capacitive n-port C, a passive reciprocal resistive p-port R, and a transformer/interconnection (rn + n +p)-port T, as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 Throughout this section, we shall nssulne that the networks Tand R have the properties described in the last seclion, while the assamptions on C guarantee, for example, the existence oi a strictly convex stored energy function, zero together w,ith. its gradient at the origin.
Suppose that those ports of T which are connected to C can be taken as voltage excited, and the ports wnnected to the generators u can be taken as current e~cited in providing a hybrid matrix description of T. Let R denote the interconnection of T and R, see Fig. 8 . Then as the last subsection showed, there is a hybrid description for R of the form: 
C. Synfheris Resulls
The analysis results show that if the slate vector is known to comprise capacilor charges, the state-space network equations for a general passive reciprocal RC network have the following farm:
x=f(x,u) y = h(x,u) (5.15) wheref: Rmt"-rR" and h: RmC"+R" satisfy certain side conditions. The synthesis problem can be posed in two ways. First, one can search for a network consisting of a lossless reciprocal multipart and a passive reciprocal nondynamic multiport, driven by current sources. Thus one seeks separntc descriptions of of the networks C and R of Fig. 8 .
Second, one cnn seek descriptions of C! T, and R. The iirst problem is solved by recovering +(x) and W,(o,,u), the teeond by recovering +(x) and obtaining a description of R in thc decomposed form of (5.8), or equivalently (5.10).
... !. , .
Tl~corent 3: A necessary and sufficient condition for (5.15) to be realized by a passive reciprocal rcsislur-capacilor-transforrncr nctwork is that there cxist C2-tunclions +(r) and W, (v,,u) such that expressible inthc fornl of the right side of (%to), whcre H, defined in (5.3), satisfies (5.4) through (5.6).
Prooj: Srgiciency: Suppose that +(x) and W,(v,,u) exist with the listed properties such that (5.16) arc satisfied. It is obvious that a passive reciprocal RC network c a n be constructed .
Neeenity:
Conversely, if equations (5.15) are realized by a passive reciprocal RC network, its network equations have the form a s described by (5.14). It is clear that the potential functions +(x) and W,(o,,u) satisfy (5.16).
For the synthesis problem, one must recover the appropriate functions +(x) and W,(o,,u) from f(x,u) and h(x,u). We shall now show how, first, the stored energy funcrion +(x) can be obtained and then how W,(o,,u) can be obtained.
Similarly to the study of lossless reciprocal networks, the system described by (5.6) is assumed to be incrementally controllable, i.e., the linearized system derived from :he system described by (5.6), which is is required to be completely controllable, i.e, has full rank.
Lemma 3: Assume that the system described by (5.15). is incrementallv controllable. Then the total stored energy function +(x) may be uniquely determined from The conchrsion of the lem~na iollows from (5.19) and (5.20) as in thr case of lossless reciprocal networks. Once thc functiun +(x) llns becn obtained. the potential function iV,(~>~.s) has to he rccovcred. For this purpose, we need to snun?e incremental observability. which is equivalent to V, having lull rank and in turn equivalent to V2$(x) having lull rank. But, as we know, this is cullsistenl with an ilssumption that o,=V$(x) is invertible, i.e.. we have x=q(uc) for some function q. Now in the course or proving (5.19) and (5.20), we showed that n l c rizht-hand side of :he equality can be expressed as a 
C. Exomple
Wc shall synthesize the following network equations:
The incremental controllability and obscrvab'ility matrices I.: and V; can be determined as follows:
. The p r o h l c m s solved are f a r less numerous and less i m p o r t n n t t h a n t h o s e remaining. A m o n g t h e laflcr, we can n o t e t h e following: r e c i p r o c a l synthesis o f a LRC network, reciprocal synthesis o f a lossless n c t w o r k with slate-vector e n t r i e s not e q o a l to i n d u c t o r fluxes or capacitor charzes. and t h e develor,inr of a DroDertv on t h e -.
. -. . . o p c r a t o r mapping t h e p o r t i n p u t s u ( . ) i n t o port o u t p u t s y ( . j o f a rcciiirocal n e t w o r k w h i c h reflects t h a t reciprocity.
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